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CHAPTER I 

PERSONALITY MEASUREMENTS 

Introductions Problem Formulation 

"The most pressing problem confronting man today is 

man himself Saygg and Go tabs use this as the first sen-

tence of their book on individual behavior# Today man has 

an almost unlimited control over his environment; he has 

gone far in the physical sciences* He knows of the world 

about him, but he does not know of himself. Because of his 

advances in the physical sciences, man has made it impera-

tive that he know of himself, so that the decisions he oust 

make in reference to his physical world will be understood 

by him* 

The job of helping mm to know himself is left to the 

lot of the psychologist• At his disposal, the psychologist 

has intelligence tests, interest tests and aptitude tests, 

but these are only measuring facets of the human mind* le 

must know of the whole niiidj why a aan behaves as he does 

and what can be done about the way he behaves# The above 

mentioned tests tell him what the naaa already is according 

x 
Donald Snygg and Arthur W* Combs, Individual Behavior, 

p* 3» 



to the criterion used. The tests tell where someone stands 

In certain areas in comparison to his peers or to soma al-

ready set up# But what else do these tests reveal? Why 

does a men have an I.Q. of 110? Why Is he aainly Interested 

in the field of social sciences? These tests cannot answer 

such question®. They give the end result with little or m 

hint of the origin* 

If a mm is to know himself, i® must too* why he be-

haves as he doesj he should be able to explain and not ra-

tionalise his behavior. Psychologists should be able to 

predict his behavior* If a nation is to be successful, her 

leaders must be successful, yet success must be defined and 

leaders must be developed.? The problem seems to be in estab-

lishing a criterion for such. The purpose of this paper is 

not to attempt to establish this criterion, but to investi-

gate one method that aay be used in setting up the goals-

personality tests. 

Background Knowledge 

Personality is a highly organised and integrated struc-

ture; it is not made up of discrete parts* let, how is it 

organised? Can one know of a personality, either good or 

bad? Can it be described? The purpose of personality tests 

2 
It has not yet been established as to how much ability 

is environmental and how much is inherited, therefore, it 
seems safe to assume that leadership can be developed. 



&B a whol© is to know how the individual reacts and why he 

behaves as he does. 

The reasons for giving personality teats are as nuaer-

ous as there art personality measurements* The individual 

hopes to Bee his strong points and weaknesses, perhaps to be-

come consciously aware of his relationship with others* Per-

sonality measurements aay help hi© gain insight into his 

personality, helping the person to see some reasons for his 

rejection or acceptance by others or for his internal con-

flicts* Generally speaking, it is to be an objective 

evaluation of the person* 

The group gains from these measurements as do the indi-

viduals* Moras are set up as a result of a sampling and one 

can see what traits seem to be outstanding in a section of 

the country. Perhaps these outstanding traits are to be 

emulated by future leaders; these outstanding traits aay be 

the constituents of a "good personality•* 

What is a "good personality"? Mm have different values 

and ideals and different groups prefer one type of person-

ality to another• It cannot be said that anyone has a good 

or a bad personality unless the terms that are used are de-

fined. let it appears difficult to do if men have different 

values and ideal®* How can sen agree? 



In their study, Bonney and Powell defined a good per-

sonality as "one which makes a favorable impression upon 

one's peers.n3 However, they go an to say that the finding* 

in their study might be different if the terms *good person-

ality0 were defined in relation to another criterion* 

There are a large number of personality tests available 

to counselors, psychologists and teachers for the purpose of 

measuring personality. As there are such a large number of 

these tests, can it be assumed that they are measuring the 

same thing or does the personality picture vary according to 

the method of measurement? If tbene tests are true measures 

of personality, it follows that a person who scores favorably 

on one personality test should score as favorably on other 

such tests which are designed to measure similar traits or 

characteristics. The personality picture should not vary 

according to the method of measurement* 

If the theory concerning the organisation of the per-

sonality as set forth by Leeky,1* Snygg and Coiabs^ and 

Rogers** is to be accepted, this is further evidence of the 

%!©rl £• Bonney and Johnny Powell, "Differences in Social 
Behavior -Between Sociometrically High and Soeionetrically Low 
Children,® Journal of Educational &e©eareh» 1X11, {1953)t 
p. 4tl* 

^P. Lecky, Self-Consistency. *9nygg and Combs, op. eit. 

^C. a» Rogers, *The Organisation of Personality," 
American Psychologist, II, (194?K 35$-36$* 



fact- that the personality picture should not vary greatly 

milder siKilar conditions of assessment• According to th#»® 

authors, m individual has defined himself in a particular 

Manner and all his behavior is in reference to this self-

definition. The individual will not act contrary to his 

self-concept unless his values have been gradually changing 

and this type of behavior then becomes acceptable to him. 

Therefor®, in the measurement of this person * s personality 

by means of various tests, he should maintain a relatively 

similar position on all these measurements because his per-

sonality organization has been maintained, Snygg and Combs 

discuss this maintenance of the ego at some length in their 

book.7 The problem of this paper is to uiacover a relation-

ship, if any, that exists among four personality measure* 

ments. 

Subjects and Methods 

The subjects used were 132 freshman boys and girls at 

North Texas State College, in Denton, Texas, all of whoot 

were numbers of one of four introductory psychology classes 

used in this study. All the subjects were in their first 

semester of college, with the exception of two who were 

second semester freshmen* The age range was from seventeen 

to twenty-six years } the wean being tw»nty~one years• 

Ŝteiygg and Combs, op. cit», pp# 55-56, 
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personality measurements used were sociometric data, 

Mooney Problem Check List, Guilford-JSartin factors Ascendency 

and Inferiority from their personality series, and Brownfain's 

Self-Rating Inventory. 

The Mooney Problem Check List was developed by Mooney 

to enable the teacher or counselor to quickly'identify prob-

lems or problem areas. The Check List consists of 330 prob-

lems found to be of particular concern to students which 

are classified into eleven major areas; health, social, 

personal, and the like* The subjects were asked to go 

through the list, picking out the particular problems con-

cerning then individually and underlining that problem. 

If the problem were of particular concern, the Individual 

was instructed to circle the item. In scoring the Mooney 

Problem Cheek List, the circled item® were doubled in weight. 

The total raw score ©f the check list was used for the 

purpose® of this study. Those checking the most problems 

were given higher scores on the Mooney* Therefore, those 

with the highest scores had the most problems. The Mooney 

Problem Check List as well as the entire Guilford-Martin 

Temperament Profile Chart are two of a battery of tests 

given to students who enroll in the introductory psychology 

classes at Horth Texas State College, 

for this study, it seemed that of the Guilford-Martin 

personality series, the factors Ascendence (A) and Inferior-

ity (I) were practical and fitted in with the other 



Measurements used on the subjects* The raw soores of the 

A and I were used* The factors are described a s follows 

by Guilford-Martin: 

' ""' A—Ascendance-Submission—A high C-acore^ 
indicates sociai leadership and a l o w C-score 
indicates social passiveness• Th® C-score o f 
a person m trait A must be interpreted in the 
light of his other characteristic© of tempera-
ment as shown o n the, profile chart, and. m 
general ruX« can be set forth as to what G» 
scores on trait A are most desirable for m e n t a l 
health. However, there Is emphasis in our 
culture on th® general desirability ©f a high 
0-score on trait A. Females tend to hate 
distinctly lower C-scores- ©a A than do males* 

I—Inferiority Feelings—A high C-score 
indicates self-confidence and a lack of inferior-
ity feelings* A low C-seor® indicate® a lade of 
confidence» uader-evaluation of one's self, and 
feelings of inadequacy and inferiority. The 
hi^ier the C-sco re on trait 1, the better for 
mental health, with the exception of extra®"ly 
high C-scores in which clinical investigation 
say reveal a superiority compensation for hidden 
Inferiority feelings* Many psychoneurotics 
have very low ©-scores on trait X«° 

to obtain the socioaetric data, the four instructors 

of the introductory psychology classes were asked to ad-

minister a questionnaire to their students requesting 

each student to select first, second and other choices 

% h e C-score {scaled se©r#s) is an eleven point scale, 
sero representing the lowest 1 per cent of the 500 cases 
used in deriving these norms and the other 0-scores taking 
in the other percentages. 

P. Guilford and H. G. Martin, The Guilford-Martin 
Inventory of Factors QAMlRi Manual of directions- and norms. 



of others in the class with whoa they wanted to b« in a 

group. The groups were to work on a project or to prepare 

a panel discussion to present to their class* The nuaber 

of choices was unlimited. The votes were tallied mi. the 

raw scores mre used. 

The Self-Rating Inventory which was used in this study 
in' 

was developed by Brownfain*v who said in his paper that 

Many of the items in his inventory were adapted froai the 

scale developed by Kelly and his associates1* in their re-

search ; a scale which in turn was partially based upon the 
1 P 

factors of personality developed by Cattell. The Self-

Eating Inventory consists of tweaty-fiv* it e n s m e h of which 

is defined by a high and a low end with a brief paragraph. 

The instructors of the four freshmen classes were asked 

to administer this inventory. Accompanying this inventory 

was an instruction sheet which was read aloud to the subjects 

and which the subjects kept to use as a guide in completing 

the inventory. The subjects were to rate themselves on 

lOjohn Brown fain, "Stability of the Self-Concept as a 
Dimension of Personality." The Journal of Abnormal and Social 
Psychology. XLVII, fl9§2|f 

L. Kelly, "Research on the Selection of Clinical 
PsychologistsJournal of Clinical Psychology. Ill, (1947)# 
39-42. 

^Raymond B. Cattell, "Confirmation and Clarification of 
Primary Personality Factors,* Fsvchoaet r 1ka, III, (1947)» 
197-220. 



each of the twenty-five items with a weight of one (which 

was tfas lowestJ to eight (which was the highest), The 

instruction sheet had & definition of these weights from 

one to eight. The original weights were used ami added 

up for each individual, thereby giving him a score on the 

Self-Eating Inventory which was used in this study. The 

total raw score was used* The greater the total scores 

were, the higher the self-concept* 

Hypotheses 

Although the self-concept is assumed to be quite con-

stant , and although personality must be conceived as organ-

ized, this does not mean that considerable variations would 

not occur under varying conditions of measurement• The 

first problem is to find out how much variation, especially 

when tests purporting to measure the same characteristics 

are used. 

Many psychological studies have shown that positive 

traits are positively correlated* This is another way of 

saying that t^ose who score high on one personality test 

should score high on other personality tests# v Other hypoth-

eses following from the general hypothesis stated are; 

1. Those individuals with high self-concepts will be 
well accepted by their peers, will have higher 
raw scores oa the Guilford-Martin A and I factors 
and will check less problems on the Mooney Problem 
Check List. 

2. Those individuals who are soclometrieally high 
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will have higher self-concepts, higher raw scores 
cm the Onilford~Mart in A and I factors and less 
problems checked on the Mooney Problea Cheek List 
than do those «lio are not socioaetrically high-# 

3* Those individuals who have higher raw scores on 
the Guilford-Martin A and 1 factors will have a 
high self-concept, less problems checked on the 
Mooney Problea Check List and will be well ac-
cepted by their peer group. 

4. Those persons checking less problems on the Mooney 
Problem Check List will be better accepted by 
their peers, will have higher self-concepts and 
will have higher raw scores on the' Guilford-Martin 
A and I factors than do those who check more 

problesiis on the Check List# 

The first hypothesis is based on the assumption that an 

individual mis% accept himself before he can accept others 

or be accepted by others. This is further discussed in 

Chapter III. 

The statistical method used was the raw score formula 

for correlation# Correlations were wide of the four measure-

ments for the individual classes totaling twenty correlations. 

There are five' correlations for each class because the factor# 

A and I of the Guilford-Martin Temperament Profile Chart were 

used separately rather than together* The results may be 

seen in Table 1* 

To get a clearer picture of the groups used, the 

averages of the ext.rr.ne groups were found to see if any 

relationship existed. The extreme groups were defined as 

the top 20 per cent and,the lower 20 per cent of each class 

studied.' These results ©ay be seen in Table 2. 
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RELATED SfBBJES 

Canning, Harlow and Hegelin conducted a study to deter-

mine if there is a relationship between several components 

of the Humro-Wadsworth Temperament Seal® and the Minnesota 

Multiphasic Personality Inventory* In their study, they 

used 12B student s who were beginning their first course in 

education* A correlation study was made on the five appar-

ently comparable components of the HuaM-Wadsworth Temperament 

Scale and the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory* 

These fire components were decided upon because the defini-

tions seemed to be almost the saa®» The correlations 

listed lead to the conclusion that one of the tests is nob 

measuring the components as defined or that both are mea-

suring different aspects of the same coaponent.^ 

The authors named above had- stated as one of their 

hypotheses that the positions of their subjects should re-

main relatively the same on both tests, but their correla-

tions did not support this hypothesis• These authors felt 

that a relationship should exist among personality 

xWilliaa Canning, George Harlow, Clinton Regelin, "A 
Study of Two Personality Questionnaires," Journal of Con-
sulting Psychology, XIV, (1950)g 414-415* 

11 
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inventories if they all claim to be meaeuring similar trait# 

or characteristics • Can this be said of other personality 

measurements as well? 

Brownfain used the self-concept as his approach to the 

study of personality. Rather than using those kinds of 

inventories whieh would categorise individuals on the basis 

of different traits or characteristics, he claimed that the 

stability of the self-concept is a dimension of personality 

and if the stability or instability of a person could be 

discovered, then cornea the understanding and prediction of 

behavior. This approach considers the whole personality and 

not just segments reported to one situation. Brotrafain 

hypothesised that the individuals with stable self-concepts 

were better adjusted than those with unstable self-concepts. 

To illustrate this, he had his subjects take the Guilfbrd-

Martin Inventory of Factors, GAMIN, and fbund the ones with 

higher self-concepts were freer of inferiority feelings and 

feelings of nervousness. These people see themselves more 

as they believe others see them than do those with unstable 

' self ̂-concepts, and they show less evidence of compensatory 

behavior of a defensive kind.2 

Webb indicated that the better adjusted persons are 

those who see themselves as others see thea* From his study 

^Brownfain, op, cit. 
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on self-ratings and group rating®, he postulated thrm 

selves; the objective self, the self-concept, and the social 

self 

faylor and Combs have a similar stud/ as fcte on# pre-

viously mentioned, in which they state that, the batter ad-

justed persons accept themselves as well as accepting others 

aad being accepted by thesu These well-adjusted people 

accept into their personality organisation, all and any 

aspects of reality.1*- These authors share Bro«afaia,s^ view 

that the self attitude is m important aspect of personality; 

that froia this point of view, it is possible to understand 

and predict human behavior. If this relationship could be 

discovered, it could provide a principle fear social 

psychology which would be helpful in understanding and ex-

plaining the problems of social conflict and hostility. 

A different approach to the study of personality is the 

socioaetric approach. This method of assessing personality 

uses the values of t&e particular group as it# criterion for 

the acceptance or rejection of an individual. Like the self-

concept approach, it takes into account the entire person 

^Wilse B» lebb, "Self-Evaluation Compared with-Group 
Evaluations,1* Journal of Consulting Psychology. Xfl, (1952), 
305-307. 

^Charles Taylor and Arthur W# Combs, HSelf-Acceptance and 
Adjustment,* Journal of Consulting Psychology, X¥I, (1952), 
$9-91. 

%row»fain, op. cit, 
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and not Just segments of a personality* The person is 

seen as he reacts to on® situation and. how he is reacted to 

In that situation* 

The authors mentioned hair® analyzed the measurements 

they were using quite well, but usually by themselves or with 

one other measurement. If these test® do possess what many 

authors proclaimed, then a poaitiye relationship should 

exist among several of the measurements mentioned. This re-

lationship Is the problem of the present paper. 



CHAPTER III 

FXHBISGS 01 IMTBRGORRKLAT IOHS OF 

PERSONALITY mkMBMMTS 

Statistleal Data 

The GuiIford-ilartin Tmupermmnt Profile Chart, the 

sociometric measurement, the Self-Rating Inventory and the 

Mooaey Problem Check Mat' were administered to the four 

classes used In this study. The raw scores for each of the 

four testa were computed for each individual and these raw 

scores were correlated within each group. The raw score 

formula for correlation was used# 

Table 1 show# the correlations among the four per* 

sonality measurements. A, B, C, and D indicate the four 

freshaen groups used in this study. As Is seen on the table, 

there is a positive correlation between the Self-Rating In-

ventory and the Ascendance factor of the Guilford-Martin 

Teaper&aent Profile Chart, which means that those with high 

self-concepts also possess social ascendancy as measured by 

the scale used* This is the only one of the hypotheses that 

has been supported• Even on this one the correlation range 

fron .0066 to .39 is still a low relationship. The other 

positive correlation is between the Ascendancy and Inferior-

ity factors of the Guilford-Martin Temperament Profile 

15 
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Chart• Tkt®« correlation* rang# froa .23 to *55i whi«sh 

would be expected sine® they are fro® the same measurement 

and should have a hi# correlation., this t h a t t h o # e 

• individuala with social ascendancy also possess self-confi-

dence and a lack of in Priority feelings* 

Other than these two positive correlations, there 

appear® to be little consistency existing among these per-

sonality measurements, the correlations between the Mooney 

Problem Check List and the Self-Hating Inventory range from 

-*14 to #19* which indicate* that some of the individuals 

with high self-concepts checked more problems on the Mooney 

while other# with high self-concepts did not check aany prob-

lems on the Mooney. 

Fros the evidence given in fable 1, it appears that the 

hypotheses set forth previously are not supported* With the 

exception of the correlations for the factor of ascendance 

of the Guilford-Martin series and Brownfain's Self-Bating 

Inventory and the Ascendance and Inferiority factors of the 

Guilford-Martin personality series, all of which have pos-

itive correlations, there appears to be no evident consist-

ency among the other factors listed# The positive correla-

tions of one or two groups is met by negative correlations 

by the remaining groups* From these data, can it be con-

cluded that personality tests do not measure what they 

purport to measure? Or can it be that the personality is 

made up of discrete parts? 



TABLS 1 

CORRELATIONS OF PERSOMALXTT MEASUREMENT 

Tests 
Group 
A 

Group 
B 

Group 
a 

Group 
0 

Self-Bating Inventory and 
Guilford-Martin A .39 •05 .14 •OS 

Self-Eating Inventory and 
Mooney Problem Cheek List ••*14 -.01 .*19 •00S6 

#®lf-aating Inventory and 
Sociometric status •15 •0019 *02 —#03 

Self-Eating Inventory and 
Guilford-Mart in I *24 •09 —•06 *03 

Socioaetric status and 
Guilford-Hartin X -»21 -•03 —*04 •06 

Socioaetric status and 
GuiIford-Mart in A *-09 -•*14 .. -*04 .0062 

Soci©metric status and 
Mooney Problem Cheek List —•20 —02 -.03 •4$ 

Guilford-Martin A and 
Gu ilford-Martin 1 *55 . •23 .*46 .29 

Mooney Problem Check List 
and Guilford-Martin I -.5# -.36 ... **3.2 . #02. 

Moonty Problem Cheek List 
and Guilford-Martin A 1 

-2?. ; '-sdtiL.. : •—•'24 M 

17 
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looking at fable 1, it, appeard that a positive correla-

tion is aet by a negative correlation for one of the other 

groups* Of course, in aiany instances, the correlations 

are so low that prodiletion. is net practical. Therefore, • 

from the hypotheses previously mentioned, there appears to 

b« no existing relationship existing among these four 

measurements* In one instance, some persons who cheeked 

the most problems on the Mooney Problem Check Mat vera 

sociooietrieally high, whereas others who checked the moat 

problems were not sociometrically high. Also true is that 

those individuals with a lack of Inferiority feelinga 

clicked more problems on the Mooney Fro blest Cheek Mat* It 

seems safe to surmise that 

attempt to predict the resu[ 

on the basis of one measure 

results. 

In an attempt to disco 

had very much to do with th 

it is eartainly not wise to 

It® of a group or an individual 

ment alone and expect similar 

war whether or not chance factor# 

e re suit a on the finding# of the 

correlations of the four personality measurements used in 

this study# For the greater correlations,.whether they were 

positive or negative, the level of confidence for the out-

standing correlations were computed and in almost every 

instance, it appeared evident that chanee did not color tin 

results too much* The correlations that were found war# not 

due to chance alone• 
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Othar Ralatad Studies 

Safora trying to draw ®®y concluaion# or anawar any 

quaationa put forth* It may halp to look at tha teats aap~ 

arataly ami aa* what aoaa writara bti% found out in similar 

situations* liagers h m defined & woll-adjiisted p m m m m 

one able to accept all pareaptiona, including thoaa of fctta 
i 

mlt$ into Ids personality organtiation#- Snygg and 

adapting logars* dafinition, dafina tha wall^adjuatad par-

0 « is taraa of adequacy of tha self-organisation, accapt-

ing into M e organiaation, all and any aapaeta of raality* 

A person who ia not adjuatad i® a threaten@4 on#** 

Taylor and Goaba, accepting tha afooire definitions aa 

eorract, baliava that tha wall-adjuatad paraon should be 

better able to aceept unflattering facta about hiaeaXf, 

jsoreao than would a n&ladjuatad person* two groupa of 

cfclldran vera uaad; on# better adjuatad than tha other aa 

detaralnad by tha California Teat of Personality t &laoen~ 

tary Form 1* Botit groups were given a Mat of twenty state-

a*afcs •probably true* of all children yet daMglng to tha 

ago if «,ftaitt#d« The children did wit sign their names, but 

tha papers vara idtatlfied by as ana of a code, The results 

showed that tha better-adjusted group cheeked aignifiaantly 

acre iteaa that ware damaging to tha eelf than did tha poorer 

W * . op# eit. 2Snygg and Coabs, op» cit. 
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adjusted group * The bett er-ad ju 8t ed group could admit 

mar® problems and statements that were disparaging m d $ 

ytt, not feel threatened, whereas, the other group could 

not do this•3 

Perhaps this is one explanation for the positive cor-

relation between the measured self-concept and the Mooney 

Problea Check List• the hypothesis set forth was that 

those with high self*concepts would have fewer problems 

checked on the Check List* The study cited in the previous 

para-graph showed that the children with higher adjustment 

©cores admitted to mora problems, yet, because of this 

admittance, it is an indication that the problems .are 

being coped with by these people. They do recognise them; 

they are a part of the person*e area of awareness. is Ella® 

said, response® are wad# in reference to this area of aware-

ness and th@gs® areas are often found to be least signif-

icant in the individual1s personality* Those tfio check 

fewer probleas on the Mooney Problem Cheek List probably 

do not recognise their problems, or, if they do, they refuse 

to acknowledge the® since these problems may prove threat-

ening# 

A low correlation was obtained by Webb between self-

evaluations compared with group evaluations* Webb*® problem 

^Taylor and Combs, op. cit. 
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was to get an individuals rating of hiatself and compare 

this rating with ratings mad® by a group of his closest 

associates. It was assumed that the closer these ratings 

are to the individual1 a rating of himself, the more in touch 

with reality he ig« Five traits were rated with weight# 

from on® to seven on thirty-one ssesnbers of a Jewish frater-

nity at Washington University. These were anonymously rated, 

but a code was used to identify those being rated* The cor-

relations between the average rating given an individual by 

the group and the rating of the individuals were low, indi-

cating a disparity between the individual1 s can cept of hl®*» 

self and the group concept of him on the five variables 

measured. Personal over-and-under-evaluation was, as a 

group, related to the acceptability of a particular trait, 

a consistent tendency for over-evaluation was obtained. 

From this study, three selves may be conceptualised, the 

objective self, the self-concept, and the social self .A 

Sheerer found a correlation between attitudes of the 

self md acceptance of others.5 Rogers has suggested that 

sueh a relationship would be of significance to social 

%@bb, op. cit. 

^Slisabeth Sheerer, *An Analysis of the Relationship 
Between Acceptance of and Respect for the Self and Accept* 
anoe of and Ĵ espeet for Others in Ten Counseling Gases,w 

Journal of Counseling Psychology, XXIX, C1949I# 169-175. 
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psychology.^ Such a relationship would imply that self-

reJeetion aay fee a factor In individual hostility toward 

a group or toward other individuals* Such a relationship 

night supply social psychology with a principle which would 

be helpful in understanding and explaining problems of social 

conflict and hostility# Part of a study by Stock? confirms 

the results found by Sheerer* 

Berger's problem was to develop a group instrument for 

the measurement of self acceptance and the acceptance of 

others, and to test the relationship between these variables, 

using the developed instrument# The subjects he used were 

133 day^session college students, thirty-three evening-sea-

ion students, thirty-three prisoners, thirty-eight stutter-

ers, eighteen adults in a class at the IMCA, seven speech 

problem oases in a rehabilitation program and three counsel-

ors# the individual*a acceptance of self was represented 

by his score on the scale for self-acceptance and hi® accept-

ance of others was represented toy his score on the scale for 

acceptance of others. The Pearson correlation was used for 

both scales and he erne out with a correlation fro® .36 to 

^Sogers, op. cit. 

^Dorthy Stock, "An Investigation into the Interrela-
tions Between the Self-Concept and feelings Directed 
Toward Other Persons and Groups," Journal of Counseling 
Psychology, XIII, (1949), 176-180. ' 
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*691 positive. Berger*& study strengthen* the view that 

acceptance of the self Is positively related t© aeseptaaee 

of others*** 

Phillips also found an apparent relationship between 

attitudes toward one's self and attitudes toward others. 

The descriptions of self-others attitudes as reported by 

Sheerer^ were converted into sisaple statements to form a 

questionnaire of fifty items, with twenty-five items refer-

ring to attitudes toward others 

Mclntyre, however, does not agree with Phillips** 

Be quotes Rogers, "an individual*s acceptance of himself is 

positively and significantly correlated with his acceptance 

of others*.^ Mclntyre then proposes to find out if those 

who accept themselves and others are accepted by others-. 

His subjects, 315 sale college students in a dormitory were 

given a socioaetric questionnaire indicating up to eight am 

living on their floor with %feoia they would like to spend aa 

evening of recreation and. room choice* The results of this 

g 
Eouaanuel S* Berger, "The Relation Between Expressed 

Acceptance of Others,® journal of Abnormal gnd Social £gg~ 
chology. XLVIX. (195th TO-W2. 

Q 
'Sheerer, op# cit. 

10B. Lakin Phillips, "Attitudes Toward Self and Other*t 
A Brief • Questionnaire lis port»" Journal of QO&$U1%SMM Psy-
chology r r # ( m i ) t 7 9 - s i . " 

^Rogers, op. cit., p. 359* 
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study are ambiguous with respect to the hypothesis that 

better attitudes toward self and. other# are positively re-

lated to better interpersonal relations inasmuch as the re-

sults might he attributed at least as easily to the method 

of the experiment as to t-h® incorrectness of the hypothesis. 

However, this questionnaire was not administered anonymously 

and this may have discouraged honest answers. 

Carroll obtained correlations among self-ratings, peer 

rating® and test scores on five trait® which the Guilford-

martin Inventory Factors STDCR purport to measure* His 

chief concern was to see whether the factorially aefined 

traits of Gilford-Martin's Inventory could be reliably 

measured and separated by rating-scale techniques*^ The 

results can be interpreted as giving evidence on the inven-

tory, but £11is^ has pointed certain limitations in the use 

of validating personalities and inventories# 

The subjects were 110 Army enlisted mm with a median 

age of twenty-five years, enrolled in an Army Specialised 

*2Charles J« Mc Intyre, * Acceptance by Others and Its 
Relation to Acceptance of Self and Others,* Journal of Abaor-
atal and Social Psychology. ILfll, (If52}» 624-625« 

*3john B* Carroll, "Eatings on Traits Measured by a 
factored Personality Inventory," Journal of Abnormal and 
Social Psychology. XLVII, (1952)# 626-632. 

*^A» Ellis, "The Validity of Personality Questionnaires," 
Psychological Bulletin, XLIII, (1%6), 335-440. 



Training Program in personnel psychology, The ratings were 

made on graphic rating scales specially constructed to the 

traits of the personality test* The reliabilities of aver-

age rating© made by five roossastea were satisfactory, rang-

lag from .664 to *606, and appeared t© depend to an extent 

on the ©vertness of the behavior being observed. The five 

traits appeared to be more independent when self-ratings 

were analysed; the trait interdependence was about the same 

when measured by peer-ratings and the personality test# 

For any given trait, the correlation between self-rating 

and the personality test score was usually highest, prob-

ably because the same person made the appraisal* lext high-

est in general, was the correlation between self-rating and 

peer-rating* The correlations between corresponding traits 

on the personality test and in the peer-ratings were geuer*-

ally lowest, ranging froa .26 to *46. The validity of the 

Guilford-Martin Inventory Factors STSCt was only moderate« 

The highest correlations are not always found between cor-

responding traits, however, as was shown by a multiply 

correlation analysis* It was suggested that with respect 

to the five traits under study, self-ratings gave a broader 

picture of the individual* s personality because roosates 

were prone to rate in terms of superficial kinds of behav-

ior and in terms of stereotypes, which in turn caused the 

scoring keys of the personality Inventory to yield scores 

which were, in many cases, too highly dependent upon each 



other* The rating seal® was based on the same trait® as 

the personality test, however, there is ao way to know 

if this were really achieved <,̂ 5 

Socioaetric Studies 

Bonney write® that those children who are well accepted 

in a group are those who have strong positive personality 

traits« To win admiration, one must possess these positive 

virtues and jaast exhibit them in same way acceptable to a 

particular group• Bonney continues saying that popularity 

is not as superficial as many people night assume because 

the winning of friends is the result of a good general 

development and preparation for all problems of life. To 

put it another way, the socially strong are generally at-

tracted to others who are likewise socially strong* Socio-

metrically, the high choices select others who are as pop-
1-A 

ular, they can identify with each other. 

Baron, in his study on the personal-social character-

istics and the classroom social status of fifth and sixth 

grade girls also found significant differences. His crite-

rion of social acceptance was established by seans of a 

socio&etric test involving four choice situations related 

to preferences for companions in the classroom, on the play-

•^Carroll, op<» cit. 

l%@rl £» Bonney, "Personality Traits of Socially Suc-
cessful and Socially Unsuccessful Children," Journal of 
Educational Psychology, XXXI?, (1943J* 449*472• 
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ground, on the way home from school sad far a party in the 

ho*# The social status was classified in terms of percen-

tile ranks of scores within each classroom group. The girls 

with scores in the upper twenty-five percentile comprised 

the group high social status. Those with scores between 

the twenty-five and seventy-five percentiles formed the 

group of average social .status# Girls with scores in the 

lowest twenty-five percentile were considered to he of low 

social status. The high and low groups were comprised ©f 

sixty girls and the average group was made up of 100 girls* 

Sespoases to items of the Mental Health Analysis, Elementary 

Series, form A were employed to determine personal-social 

characteristics. The items were selected on the basis of 

two criteria. Baron found significant differences in re-

sponses to thirty-eight teat items. He found the greatest 

frequencies of unfavorable responses in the low social status 

group; the high status seldom indicated the presence of ad-

verse emotionality or a sense of inordinate environmental 

demands. The high status girls compared themselves favor-

ably with their peers, felt secure in status, enjoyed group 

activities, displayed symptomatic behavior infrequently, 

and appeared to have established satisfactory home and 

school relationships. The opposite was found in the case 
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of the low social status group# Baron said that his average 

group resembled the low rather than the high status group 

in response tendencies* 

There are several similar studies to support the 

studies mentioned above# Yet, the evidence found as a 

result of the present study do not support the others* 

Perhaps it is best to examine the studies a little more 

closely. The groups studied toy these other authors have 

been grade school children while the groups of this study 

were college students* The grade school children spend a 

great deal of time togetherj they usually spend a regular 

class day ia one or two rooms, but they remain together 

most of the day. In «©st colleges, a college student meets 

m class three times a week, m hour at m tl»e and he attends 

about five different classes. Therefore, the college stu-

dent does not have the time to get to know his classmates 

well in the classroom situation. Also, it must be rmmm-

bered that most of the members of the groups studied were 

first semester freshmen and most of the measurements used 

were given the first part of the semester« The sociometric 

measurement was given at the end of the first six-week 

session» 

^Denis Baron, "Personal-Social Characteristics and 
Classroom Social Status; A Sociometric Study of Fifth 
and Sixth Grade Girls,1* Soclonetry. XIV, (1951), 32-42. 
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Inventories 

"Whether or not the average person can or will 
give a truthful account of his own feelings and ex-
periences with respect to Intimate matters which he 
is accustomed to look upon as highly personal affairs, 
or whether, regardless of their factual accuracy, the 
statewsits' he is willing to make about these topics 
have sufficient validity as signs from which useful 
information about his personal-social characteristics 
may be drawn, is a moot q u e s t i o n , 18 

Miss Qoodenough continues on to say that mm severe 

critics of self-reports may go so far as to say that it is 

just a device that is used to encourage a particular kind 

of exhibitionism which takes the form of an urge to display 

oae*s troubles and confess onefs weaknesses# She goes on 

and speaks of the possibility of exceptionally high scares 

(bad)indicating an overdeveloped conscientiousness, a 

meticulousness with respect to small matters that approaches 

yet does not completely reach a state of mental abnormality. 

Ellis concluded that group administered paper and pen-

cil questionnaires are of dubious value in distinguishing 

between groups of adjusted and maladjusted individuals. 

He feels that these tests are of little value in the diag-

nosis of individual adjustment or personality traits.20 

•^Florence L. Goodenough, Mental Testing, p. 406* 

the Mooney Problem Check List, the more problems 
one checks, the higher the score, and the less adjusted on© 
may be; therefore, the higher scores are not desirable, 

2%llis, op. cit« 
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Ellas feels that self-rating Inventories prew@n&®4 

by their very nature from measuring those layers of per-

sonality which tti© testee is unwilling or unable to. eva3.tiate. 

Heavy reliance is placed on the subject's verbal report for 

data about the unobserved stimuli or experiences to which 

he is exposed and for knowledge of his unobserved behavior. 

From what Ellas goes on to say, having questionnaires taken 

anonymously does not have utuch effect upon the truthfulness 

of responses. He believes that no matter how sincere the 

testee may be, the replies are, at best, superficial because 

they are necessarily confined to his area of awareness and 

these areas are often the least significant ones in an 

individual* s personality.^ 

One obvious disadvantage of the questionnaire is the 

danger of aisinterpretation oecuring if the questionnaire 

is too vague or ambiguous. However, in spite of all these 

inadequacies, questionnaires and self-rating inventories are 

the most used instruments for group testing. It is suggested 

that the validity of such instruments can be greatly improved 

if the test answers are interpretated as reflections or 

airrorings rather than direct evaluating measures of per-

sonality. 

21 
• Gabriel Ellas, "Self-Evaluative Questlonziaire$ as 

Projective•Measures of Personality^ journal of Consulting 
Psychology. XV, (1951), 496-500. a 
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Extreme Groups 

A definite, positive relationship was not found among 

the four personality measurements under study, as was ae®» 

in Table 1. With the full realisation that the extreme 

scores nay have distorted the findings on the correlations 

of these four measurements, it was decided that a closer 

look at these extreme scores might show a relationship, or, 

At least, a significant difference between these two group#* 

Too, some authors have suggested that in some studies, the 

middle, or average groups color the results so that the 

differences are not apparent and a study of the extreme 

group® is necessary. 

The upper and the lower 20 per cent of each class was 

figured and these were added and then divided by the number 

of subjects in that particular group for one particular test, 

This was done for the four personality measurements used 

and for each of the classes in this study# The table has 

been broken down into the four groups showing the mean of 

the the upper and the lower 20 per cent for those that rank 

high or low on one test and their positions on the other 

measurements. The concept on Table 2 refer® to the Self-

liatlng Inventory, arid votes received refers to the socio-

aetric data used* The A and I on the table refer to the 

Ascendance and the Inferiority factors of the Quilford-

Martin Temperament Profile Chart# 



TABLE 2 

Group A 

Mooney Concept A 1 Votes 

Mooney 

Upper 20 
per cent 11.6 109.3 19.3 30.0 9.1 Mooney 

lower 20 
. .per cent 65.3 112.6 17.0 26»3 4.7 

Concept 

Upper 20 
per eeat 133.3 16.5 24*5 

• **i f ,1 

6*2 Concept 

Lower 20 
.per ©eat 44*0 99.S 16.£ 26+0 9,5 

A 

Upper 20 
per cent .. 29,-.5 113.4 26.1 35.4 ? a A 

Lower 20 
. per cent 42,7 113.1 9*7 22*5 7*0 

I 

Upper 20 
... per cent 34.0 112.6 39.1 5*9 I 

Lower 20 
per cent 11.5 17.0 6#Jfc 

?Ot«rjS 

Upper 20 
.per cent 25.0 106.4 1$.G 27.0 12*0 ?Ot«rjS 

Lower 20 
per cent 49,1 ~.2i2A._ ,17.« -27*4.. 2 

n 
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Group B 

Moaa#y G«>ae#pt 1 1 

$m&my 

tfpp«r 20 
mr e«q& 10*4. 112*4 17*3 S2..0 1.3*9 $m&my 

Lower 20 
imr mn% ilQA 10.«4 17*7 14.7 . 

Upper 20 
per eeiit 

r |TI 
,ias>*4 ĉ"| * #¥-• *+ 16.4 . 

Lower 20 
i>«r oeiat 47.1... . t#*# 11*3. 27*7 14*6 ( 

A 

Upp«ar 10 
mr ®m% 39*0 117*7 I7»J .. 30*6 iS.i».f...r A 

tower 20 
per @m%. _14iiL_ _JML_ . 29 ,1 ,.. 14#0 

I 

Bpper 20 
&@r cent if, J MJ»? 22.9 s a 15.7... 

I 

itoiec .20 
p«r etn% 60»7 106.9 u a . 11.9 

fofce*' 

Upp«r 20 
P«r cent. JJlrJL., 111^6 . r ,_M*3 ai.i 22*1 fofce*' 

l&mr 20 

L^siL.. ' 111.7 1 15*0....: 7*0 

33 



MJ3US 2--Continued 

Group C 

Moonejr Concept A I Totes 

Mooney 
Upper 20 
per 5*7 123*7 23.7 33.6 11*3 Mooney 
tower 20 
per 51.0 126.3 21*9 - 27.1 9.0 

Concept 

Upper 20 
per cent 23*1 133.9 24*3 - 31.0 . 9*7 _ Concept 

Lower 20 
p e r cent 29,9 107.6 21.6 21.4 H,-7.. 

A 
Upper 20 
per ee&t id. 3 131.7. 29*3 34.0 10*6 A 
Lower 20 
per c m t 24*6 122.3 12.9 30*6 13.3 

1 
Upper 20 
per cent .. 13.6 126.1 23.9 . 40*4 . 10.1 1 
Lower 20 
per cent 3H.3 114 *4 ia.1 17.0 9.9 

f a t e s 
Upper 20 
per cent 23*4 124 #0 17.9 30.7 - 1^*3 f a t e s 
Lower 20 

: per seat 22*6 : 
122.7 21.9 ; 2d .6 ' ka& 

34 



YJ3i£ 2--Continued 

Group D 

Mooney Concept A I Votes 

Mooney 

Upper 20 
per cent 13.6 134.0 19*$ . 35.2 . i o . a 

Mooney 
Lower 20 
per ceat 56,3 106,1 17*7 24-*i. 9#0 

Concept 

Upper 20 
per cent 32*0 140.S 21.0 2# *3 11.0 

Concept 
Lower 20 
per cent 41.5 100.5 17.0 29.6 10.2 

I 

Upper 20 
per cent 30.2 122.5 29.5 37.8 11*5 

I 
Lower 20 
per cent 3t.7 .... l i d . 3 10.7 25.2 10.5 

I 

Upper 20 
per cent 25.2 125.0 .25 #2 . 41*9. 12.0 

I 
Lower 20 
per ue&l; 42*3 131*7 14*2 20,7 11.5 

fotea 

Upper 20 
per ©eat 4o » 117.7 20.5 30.a 16.3 

fotea 
Lower 20 
per cent 14.5 122.3 1&.3 5.2 

35 



. Looking down the first column , a mean score is g&vm 

for the upper and the lower 20 per cent groups on the Mooney 

Problem Check X&st» then, looking across the table, the 

means of the same groups Is shown on tb# concept, on the 

A and 1 factors, and for the votes received* 

However, fro® the evidence shown la Table 2, there 

sees# to be little consistency among the various measure-

ments. In many cases, the upper groups do have higher scores 

than do the lower cases, but, too taaay times, these differ-

ences are slight* Then, again, the opposite proves true; 

the lower twenty per cent has the higher scores where 

presumably they should have the lower scores• This study 

of the extreme groups does not support- the hypotheses set 

forth in the beginning of this paper• 



CHAPTsa I? 

xf 
COHCUJSIOffS AID aiGGESTIOHS 

T h* hypotheses previously stated have not proven true. 

Wmm this, can it be mm&md that any efforts to use these 

or similar measurements of personality would be in rain? Is 

there a® way to Measure personality? Perhaps the hypotheses 

set up were ineorrect. A® was shown in Taylor and Combs* 

study, those who checked more derogatory statements were 

better adjusted as measured by the California feet of Per-

sonality.'1 let in this present study, the hypothesis is 

that those individuals with higher self-concepts would 

cheek less problems on the Jfeoney Problem Cheek List, How 

ever, going over fable 1 again, not all four groups came 

out with negative correlations in relation to this compari-

son between the self-concept and the Mooney Problem Cheek 

List, Some subjects with high self-concepts did check more 

problems, while other subjects did not check more problems 

$sti© had high self~concapts» How can this incoaeistwscy be 

explained! 

It must be remembered that the Self-Rating Inventory 

and the Mooney Problem Check List are both self-administered 

1Taylor and Combs, op. eit, 

3? 



inventories* la Chapter III, these self-rating inventories 

were discussed and perhaps what Goodenough,2 Klias,^ Ellis^ 

and some of the others had to say about these types of 

measurements are correct. la individual will report what he 

is consciously aware of when responding to these kinds of 

measurements. What is reported is not always a true picture 

of his personality because he cannot report his unconscious 

motivations, for if he did, they would not be unconscious, 

let he is led to behave in a certain way because of these 

motivations and they make up his personality# Should they 

not be included in the personality picture? fable 2 

further supports *feat has been stated thus far. Looking at 

the extreme groups, there still is little evidence of say 

consistency ammg these four measurements of personality. 

Cattell feels that the need of personality tests is in 

defining and chart!ng the fieM to be studied* the method 

of a search has not been systematic, ie continues to say 

that a systematic covering of the field based upon accumu-

lating knowledge of its-moat fertile areas is what is needed# 

Personality teste that are yet to be developed should be 

developed with a systematic concept of the goals to be 

sought*^ 

%@#den0ugh, op- cit. ^Elias, op. cit* 

L 5 
n u i » , op* cit* Cattell, op* cit* 
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Goodenough stressed the fact that the developers of 

past personality tests have aide It a practice to overlook 

the motivation in the study of parsonal-social behavior* 

She aaya it has been a "vicious source of distortion"^ 

in sost of the studies up to the preaant ti»e» -

Tha hypotheses that were sat up previously have not 

been supported by this study* Similar studies h&we been 

mentioned that supported their hypotheses, but those authors 

worked with groups that remained together for sosae period 

of tIraet meh as grade school children, mm who served and 

lived together in the Army, or dormitory residents* Tha 

groups studied for this paper were ®ade up of freshmen 

college students who spent one hour in the mm classroom 

together three times a week. Soma of the students may have 

had other Glasses together, but many did not see each other 

outside of the introductory psychology class* Can it gen-

erally be concluded that personality measurements, --such as 

those used in this study, are not valid measurements of 

personality for college students? Should these kinds of 

measurements be discarded altogether? Some authors condemn 

these kinds of tests without reservation and will recognise 

no advantage in using them. Again, other authors accept 

the®# Eiads of rae&sureaents as exposing facets of an indi-

vidual* So»e authors do not feel that tests are important 

6 
^Goodenough, op. cit., p, 414. 
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in getting to know a person, because the tests do not give 

a complete picture of his personality. These men, as well as 

several others , think that the way to know & person is to 

know him as a total individual* They feel that the testa 

are of little value to a counselor because if so©©thing is 

important to the person, he will express it, so there is 

little justification in trying to ask questions of him by 

means of an inventory. In aa inventory, such of what a 

person responds to is reality to him, but the questions are 

irrelevant to hia, and, therefore, not pertinent to his 

pressing problem. 

There ar© wmy limitations to what Rogers,^ Lecky* and 

their followers advocate. Having a group of persona, such as 

ar® in this study, meeting with them only fere® hours a 

week, it is not possible to talk with them individually* Yet 

some of thea want to be able to correct some of their per* 

somlity difficulties, or at least to know a little about 

themselves. low can this be done? Many of the authors 

stress moderation in the use of these tests, with a constant 

reminder of th® limitations* 

Cattell^ and Goodenough*0 suggest that the fault of 

personality measurements may lie with the authors of these 

^Sogers, op. cit* %©cky, op. cit* %attell, op* cit* 

^Goodenough, op. cit* 
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tests • Research Is advocated • Rather than getting just the 

facts, they insist that knowing the motivation behind, a par-

ticular act is important• Other people feel that tests of 

these kinds are not really important at all, that if some-

thing is especially important to an individual, he will 

reveal ltf and one learns more about that person in this 

way than is possible if a paper and pencil test were admin-

istered and counseling continued on that basis alone# It 

was even suggested that paper and pencil tests may not hit 

the person's problems at all. They may mis® his problem 

completely because each person looks at things from his 

field of awareness* What is true of one person certainly 

is not true of another, therefore, why administer the same 

test t© everyone and expect the same results? 

There is no denying that a great deal of research is 

needed in the area of personality testing, yet, it mast 

be realized that the authors are not wholly to blame for 

the lack of consistency in test results* The tests, as 

made up by their authors, were designed for a specific pur-

pose* Beeaw.se the test may have been moderately successful 

to this one way, many people expect success from the Measure-

ment in all situations* Sometimes these same people are 

disappointed if their every problem is not solved by the 

use of one test and then go so far as to discount all sim-

ilar tests and refuse to have faith in any of the®. 
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If tlst counselor, teacher, and psychologist expect any 

degree of success uaing such meaaureiaents of personality, 

the limitations and purposes of each test and test situation, 

will have to be known to them. They will have to appreciate 

the limitations of the tests they intend to use and not 

stretch the interpretation of tbB results beyond legitiroate 

bounds* 
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